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Abstract. The IRAM CORE large program combines data from NOEMA and

the IRAM 30 m telescope to study a diverse set of physical and chemical processes during the formation of high-mass stars. Here, we present a selected
compilation of exciting results obtained during the survey.

1 Introduction
Some of the central questions in high-mass star formation research relate to the fragmentation and disk formation processes as well as the physical and chemical conditions during
the formation of massive stars. To address these questions, we conducted the IRAM large
program CORE “Fragmentation and disk formation in high-mass star formation” combining
observations with the Northern Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA) and the IRAM 30 m
telescope. An introduction to the survey, its scope and initial results focusing on the 1.3 mm
continuum emission can be found in [1]. In addition to the original CORE program targeting
20 high-mass protostellar objects, we extended the survey to earlier evolutionary stages via
the CORE-extension project that targets two younger regions at the onset of high-mass star
formation [2, 3].

2 Selected results
In the following, we will present some selected results corresponding to the important scientific topics studied within the CORE project. In addition to the studies comprising the
entire CORE sample [1, 4] and Ahmadi et al. (in prep.), we also conducted a broad range of
individual case studies to dissect the processes in individual sources at depth [5–11].
2.1 Fragmentation

Figure 1 presents the 1.3 mm continuum data of the entire CORE sample [1]. While the
angular resolution varied roughly between 0.3 − 0.400 , here we show all regions converted to
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the same linear box size of ⇠ 4 ⇥ 104 au. Already a visual inspection of the data shows a
broad variety in fragmentation properties, from regions dominated by a single massive core
to those that harbor up to 20 cores. Analyzing the core separations by means of a minimumspanning-tree analysis, the CORE regions are consistent with thermal Jeans fragmentation.
Nevertheless, the diversity of fragments per region indicates that other processes are likely at
play. Variations of the initial density profiles and/or magnetic field could cause the diversity
of fragmentation properties. These questions are currently investigated by ongoing follow-up
projects.

Figure 1. Compilation of 1.3 mm continuum images of the CORE sample converted to linear resolution
elements [1]. The contouring is in 4σ steps. The sources are labeled in each panel, and the synthesized
beam is shown at the bottom-left of each panel.

2.2 Disk formation

While protostellar disks are well studied around low-mass protostars, they are significantly
less explored in the high-mass regime. Within the CORE project with linear resolution elements typically on the order of ⇠1000 au, we usually cannot resolve the innermost disks. But
nevertheless, we can study the rotational properties of the larger-scale disk-like structures.
From the 20 CORE regions, we identify in 12 of them rotational motions perpendicular to the
outflows (Ahmadi et al. in prep.). At high angular resolution, some even fragment into multiple disk-sources like W3(H2 O) [5]. Fitting the CH3 CN data with XCLASS, we can derive
temperature maps of the regions. Employing furthermore the column density information
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from the 1.3 mm continuum data and assuming Keplerian rotation, we can infer Toomre Q
stability maps. Figure 2 (left) presents the corresponding Toomre Q map of the multiple system W3(H2 O) [5]. While the Q values are high close to the protostars, in the outskirts of the
region we find decreasing Q values, in the west coinciding with an additional mm continuum
peak. This is a strong indication for fragmentation on disks scales.
For one region, AFGL2591, we have even higher-resolution data at 0.1900 resolution with
NOEMA at 843 µm wavelengths (Fig. 2 right). These data allow us to spatially resolve the
fragmenting disk [11]. Combining this disk fragmentation with the thermal Jeans fragmentation investigated in section 2.1, we can di↵erentiate between two fragmentation modes:
core fragmentation on cluster scales and disk fragmentation on scales of individual multiple
systems.

Figure 2. Left: Toomre Q map of the W3(H2 O) region [5]. The contours present the 1.3 mm continuum
data, and the stars mark the locations of the two assumed 10 M� protostars. Right: Resolved diskstructure in AFGL2591 [11]. The color-scale shows the 843 µm continuum emission at 0.1900 resolution
whereas the orange contours present the previous 1.3 mm continuum emission at 0.400 resolution. The
letters mark the three main structures and the red star marks the position of the central protostar assumed
to coincide with the 1.3 mm continuum peak.

2.3 Physical properties

What are the physical properties, in particular the density and temperature structures of highmass star-forming regions on small core scales? While density ⇢ / r−p (left) and temperature
profiles T / r−q have been predicted since decades [12, 13], no statistical analysis of these
structural parameters existed on scales of several thousand au around forming high-mass
protostars. Within the CORE project, we now derived the temperature as well as the density
structures of a large sample of cores.
While temperatures are derived from spectral line fitting, in particular the H2 CO lines in
the 1 mm band, the situation is more diﬃcult for the density structures since the derivation
relies on the continuum emission. In contrast to the line data where complementary short
spacing observations with the 30 m telescope exist, and hence all spatial structures are covered, the continuum data su↵er from missing flux. Therefore, the continuum data were fitted
directly in the uv-plane. Using the derived slopes of the uv-intensity fits, and adding-in the
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Figure 3. Histograms of the power-law distributions of the density ⇢ / r−p (left) and temperature
structure T / r−q (right) derived on core scales [4]. The green and blue histograms in the left panel
correspond to the density coefficients assuming fixed or measured q.

temperature information, we can infer the density structures. We apply this analysis to in
total 22 fragmented cores. All details can be found in [4].
Figure 3 presents the histograms of all derived power-law indices for the density as well
as temperature structures [4]. While the density power-law index ranges around 2, the temperature power-law distribution peaks around 0.4. These mean values agree extremely well
with theoretical models of star-forming cores heated from an internal protostar. It is exciting
to see that long-standing predictions can finally be confirmed by observations.
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Figure 4. Chemical timescales derived from the CORE and CORE-extension projects [3, 4]. The left
panel shows the timescales for all sources of the original CORE sample in comparison to crossing and
free-fall times. The right panel presents the chemical time-scales of both samples compared to the
luminosity-over-mass ratio L/M as independent evolutionary stage tracer. Blue markers are the original
CORE sources whereas green and red markers correspond to the CORE-extension sources.

2.4 Chemical evolution

The broad bandpass of the IRAM observations allows us to also investigate the chemical
properties of the regions in detail. As a first step, Gieser et al. [3, 4] fitted all the spectral
lines with XCLASS [14] and derived the gas column densities and abundances. Then, using
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the physical-chemical modeling tools MUSCLE [15–17], the chemical properties could be
investigated in detail [3, 4].
One of the outcomes are chemical timescales of all regions. Figure 4 presents in the left
panel the chemical timescales for the original CORE sample, and they are all in the range of
several ten-thousand years. These timescales are much shorter than the dynamical timescales
of the parental gas clumps, but they are in rough agreement with the free-fall times at densities
between 105 and 106 cm−3 .
Adding in the information derived from a similar analysis for the younger regions of the
CORE-extension study, Gieser et al. find evidence that the chemical timescales are indeed
correlating with other independent age indicators like the luminosity-over-mass ratio L/M
[3]. While chemical timescales are notoriously prone to large error budgets, it is encouraging
to see that these chemical times can be well used as independent age indicator.
2.5 Dynamical cloud and star formation

Within the CORE-extension program, we targeted two younger regions in larger-scale mosaic
observations. In addition to similar analysis as outlined above, these data also allow us to
investigate the cloud formation processes. Figure 5 shows the DCO+ 1st moment map and
a position-velocity cut through the ISOSS23053 region. Interestingly, we find two wellseparated velocity components that meet exactly at the location where most of the dense
cores are identified in the 1.3 mm continuum emission. At core positions we measure velocity
gradients as large as 50 km s−1 pc−1 . These are clear signatures of converging gas flows that
appear to be conducive to trigger star formation at their interaction zone. More details can be
found in [2, 3].

Figure 5. DCO+ (3–2) data towards ISOSS23053 [2]. The left panel shows in color-scale the DCO+
1st moment map and in contours the corresponding 1.3 mm continuum data. The right panel presents a
position-velocity cut through the DCO+ data cube along the marked slice in the left panel.

3 Summary and outlook
As outlined so far, the IRAM CORE program allowed us to derive exciting results for a broad
range of physical and chemical questions in the field of star formation. Nevertheless, open
questions remain. For example, the spectral setup in the 1 mm band did not cover many
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important ground-state lines, also from deuterated species. We therefore started a CORE+
study at NOEMA (Gieser et al.), targeting the CORE regions in the 3 mm band. Furthermore,
while 20+ regions in the CORE and CORE-extension studies are already a big leap compared
to earlier studies, larger statistical studies are now possible. For example the ALMA large
program ALMAGAL targets more than 1000 regions in various evolutionary stages in a similar spectral setup. These data will allow us to address many of the here discussed topics on
statistical grounds. In addition to that, the advent of JWST will enable studies of the physical
and chemical properties of high-mass protostars at mid-infrared wavelengths and will be truly
complementary to the CORE program.
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